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Extensive experienceExtensive experience sets us apart from the rest. The three hands-onhands-on, knowledgeable  
directors of Best Deck & Flooring share over 100 years of industry experienceindustry experience.  

We have grown to become Africa’s largest turnkey composite companylargest turnkey composite company.

Our unmatched service deliveryservice delivery, premium quality composite products,  
and real passion underscore everything we do.

It is about doing it better and putting our customers firstcustomers first.

Best Deck & Flooring will give you an all-in start-to-finishstart-to-finish price for your composite  
wood requirements. We install our ownown products, so we’re able to provide  

long-term guarantees long-term guarantees for the end products with confidence. 

Our core businesscore business is supplying composite products throughout Africathroughout Africa. With Africa’s largest stock 
holding, Best Deck & Flooring very efficientlyvery efficiently delivers on all products that we market and sell.

This is designed to give a visual overview of just some of the beautiful end results  This is designed to give a visual overview of just some of the beautiful end results  
using Best Deck’s composite products. using Best Deck’s composite products. 

For more info and details, visit our comprehensive website (www.bestdeck.co.za)  For more info and details, visit our comprehensive website (www.bestdeck.co.za)  
or email us at info@bestdeck.co.zaor email us at info@bestdeck.co.za

What makes What makes 
Best Deck & FlooringBest Deck & Flooring

OUR BROCHUREOUR BROCHURE

the best?the best?
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Recent Accolades
TSOGO SUN - MOUNT GRACE HOTEL & SPA
As a Tsogo Sun vendor, we’re revamping the beautiful 
Mount Grace Hotel & Spa in the Magaliesburg Mountains. 
We are uplifting all the rotted timber decking, pergolas, 
and balustrades and replacing them with our beautiful 
composite wood products. 

CITY LODGE
We recently became a vendor to City Lodge and our 
first project is the City Lodge Hotel in Fourways, 
Johannesburg. We are replacing the 400m2 rotted timber 
deck and deck structure with our unique lightweight 
galvanised steel framework and Diamond Range stain- 
and moisture-resistant deck planks with a 25-year 
guarantee.

STEYN CITY BASE 1 
Best Deck & Flooring received the ultimate accolade. 
Our crowning achievement to date is Steyn City Base 1, a 
new city near Johannesburg that is potentially the largest 
construction project and the largest composite wood 
project ever awarded in South Africa. We were contracted 
by GD Irons and awarded this prestigious project after 
an intense tender process. We will install approximately 
3000m2 of composite products; including 1500m2 of 
decking, 1000m2 of pergolas, and 1000m2 of screens, 
balustrades, and post cladding. This is the first of four 
bases.

UMHLANGA ARCH 
This impressive building in the heart of Umhlanga, 
KwaZulu-Natal, has an unmistakable glass arch through 
the centre of the structure. Best Deck & Flooring is 
contracted by WBHO to supply and install over 1500m2 
of composite wood decking throughout the high-rise 
apartment building, its penthouses on the 22nd floor, the 
Hilton Hotel’s commercial and retail spaces, and at BMW’s 
prestigious SMG Umhlanga. 

the best?the best?



Our Outdoor Showroom
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“Absolutely Inspirational”
Best Deck & Flooring has the most impressive outdoor 
showroom in the industry; situated in Bryanston, 
Johannesburg. View all our products in an installed 
application to make the best decisions.

•  All the ranges, textures, and colours are on 
display. Discover what can really be achieved using 
composite products.

•  Decks, pergolas, fluted wall panelling and cladding, 
balustrades, gates, and the latest addition to our 
massive product range, stone plastic composite 
flooring (SPC), are all showcased here.

•  Finishing off is crucial to a quality, neat installation 
and is usually the first thing you notice. Our 
showroom enables you to see the excellent quality 
of our finishes up close. 



This Sandton penthouse on the 24th floor is one of our most most 
awesome projectsawesome projects and a fantastic achievementachievement.
Almost every aspect of it was curved, so we had very few 
straight lines to work with.
The highlight of this exquisiteexquisite project is the one-of-a-kindone-of-a-kind 
pergola that stands tall over Johannesburg.
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Composite  Composite  
Wood DeckingWood Decking

“Live Life”



Aesthetically, so much can be achieved using 
composite products, thanks to the impressive 
variety and various design applications.

•  Composite wood decking has been developed 
to be indoors or outdoors, withstanding heat 
and cold over the long term. It functions as it 
is engineered to.

•  We are the experts in supplying or supplying 
and installing composite decking.

•  We want to make sure we exceed all 
expectations, and beautify your space. 
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Decking
“Change Your Life”
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Decking
“Live Your Dreams”
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Best Deck & Flooring brings so much to the table when it comes to 
the design and layout of a space and its decking. We understand our 
products and our team is experienced in residential and commercial 
applications. We’ve fast become Africa’s go-to composite company.

•  Best Deck & Flooring works closely with professionals to achieve 
amazing results.

•  We have the largest stock holding of composite decking products  
in the country.



Fluted Panelling & Cladding

“This Makes Sense”
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Best Deck & Flooring is continually evolving. We are instrumental in 
bringing new products to the public. With the worldwide trend in using 
fluted composite panelling in residential and commercial sectors, our 
company takes the lead in Africa. 

Just 18 months since its launch, fluted panelling is now one of our most 
impressive and stylish products.

•  Fluted composite panelling aesthetically looks like fluted timber, but it’s 
far superior.

•  It’s easy to install, saving a massive amount of labour time compared to 
timber.

•  The versatility of this profile means it is used in various applications; 
including vertical façades, ceilings, and gates.

•  It’s totally maintenance-free, with a 25-year guarantee.  It does not 
deteriorate much from installation, making it a long-term investment.



Fluted Panelling & Cladding

“Slogan”

“Smart Idea”
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One of Best Deck & 
Flooring’s longest-
selling products is our 
Gold Range brushed 
finish composite 
wall cladding. This 
is used in numerous 
commercial and 
residential applications 
throughout Africa. 

It always looks 
good, requires no 
maintenance, and 
handles the harsh 
climatic conditions 
well. 

•  Our cladding means 
never having to paint 
or maintain the space 
it is applied to.

•  It can be used in 
ceiling applications, 
to close in eaves, for 
gates, and more.

•  We are busy with 
a large composite 
cladding project 
at Design Quarter 
Shopping Centre 
in Johannesburg as 
part of its massive 
facelift and upgrade, 
which comprises 
over 900m2 of our 
products. 

•  The KZN Tourism 
Centre on North 
Beach in Durban is 
cladded in our Ice 
White Wood Grain 
wall cladding, which 
is continually being 
put to the ultimate 
test of constant 
sun and sea spray. 
Around six years 
later, this building on 
the shores still looks 
as good as it did on 
day one. 

•  Composite cladding 
is the ideal solution 
to cracked or damp-
damaged walls. 
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Pergolas
“Aesthetically Pleasing”

Composite materials are so versatile, 
so composite pergolas are increasingly 
popular. They achieve aesthetics 
that timber doesn’t allow and are 
maintenance-free. 

Our composite wood pergolas enjoy 
long-term guarantees and always look as 
impressive as they did the day they were 
installed.

There are a number of pergola options 
and variations, and they always make a 
statement in your space.

•  A pergola adds aesthetic value and 
enhances the space significantly.

•  Our three standard and most popular 
pergolas are the: fascia pergola, 
beamed pergola, and weaved pergola. 
In addition, we are continually 
constructing pergolas in different 
shapes and sizes.

•  Cantilever pergolas are stunning, in 
demand, and our most impressive 
option; well worth the price tag.

•  We waterproof pergolas with polycarb 
sheeting, which works best on fascia 
pergolas. 
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Pergolas
“Keeping You Cool”
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Best Deck & Flooring’s 
growth has been 
phenomenal; we’re the 
industry leader in what 
we do. This means we’ve 
been involved with a lot of 
amazing projects.

The new pergolas at the 
halfway house at the 
Emfuleni Golf Club are 
made from a combination 
of composite profiles and a 
steel structure. Both 60m2 
pergolas were designed 
and built using two of the 
composite profiles from 
our range. The end result is 
amazing.

•  As an add-on to any 
patio or deck, pergolas 
are fantastic; providing 
an undercover area 
that is waterproof and 
complements all the other 
composite profiles used.
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Composite Versatility
“If It’s Doable”

Best Deck & Flooring is the most experienced in the 
composite industry. Our contribution is massive and 
we are involved with projects around the country and 
continent. 

•  We build amazing shade and privacy screens using our 
quality profiles.

•  Using our range of fascia planks to raise a boundary wall 
has never been easier.



Balustrades & Gates
“Safety First”
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Best Deck & Flooring offers purpose-made and special items in addition to decking and flooring; including an amazing range of 
balustrades and gates (supply, or supply and install).

We install new styles of balustrades regularly and will design them to suit your unique requirements. 

•  Composite and steel gates are a long-term solution that adds to the overall aesthetics.

•  All our cladding and fascia plank profiles can be used in gate construction.

•  Composite and stainless steel cabled balustrades are ideal for coastal areas and require no maintenance.



Steyn City Centre 1
“Simply Wow”
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Steyn City, a new city being developed between Johannesburg and Pretoria, is possibly the largest composite wood project ever 
awarded to date – certainly in South Africa and possibly even Africa. Best Deck & Flooring was chosen to be the service provider 
for this prestigious project. 

We are working closely with SCAD (Steyn City Architecture and Designers), DMB Architects, and Boogertman + Partners to come 
up with various elegant design applications for our composite profiles. 

Steyn City is a 2000 ha luxury estate that has it all. With high-rise apartment complexes, opulent penthouses, shops, restaurants, 
a golf course, and even a massive lagoon, our Best Deck & Flooring composite products are ideal.



Steyn City Centre 1
“Be Amazed”
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Steyn City Centre 1 soon escalated from a decking project into one where 
we would be put to the ultimate challenge – to showcase the very best of 
what we can do. This project has put us on a world stage, thanks to being 
part of Africa’s prime real estate. 

Our composite decking, pergolas, balustrades, steel post cladding, and 
more have set the tone for Phase 2.



Support Structures
“Foundation is Everything”
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Composite products get their structural integrity from 
the support framework they are being fixed to. A 
solid, sound foundation is essential to the functionality 
and longevity of the product. If the foundation/
structure is not sound, the product will fail regardless 
of its quality.

•  Best Deck & Flooring mainly uses lightweight 
galvanised steel c-channel for our installation 
applications.

•  Close to the sea, we use pressure-treated timber 
and not galvanised steel, unless structural steel is 
required.

•  We ensure that the structure is solid and secure 
before any planks are laid.



“Foundation is Everything”

(SPC) Stone Plastic 
Composite Flooring

“Making Life Easier”

IVORY

ASH

T-MOULDING  
PROFILE

STEP AND EDGE PLANK 
PROFILE

2400mm x 45mm x 7mm  
•  7 per box

2400mm x 115mm x 
24mm  •  10 per box
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Best Deck & Flooring SPC floor 
planks are superb for indoor areas 
and undercover patios. They are 
durable and versatile, so this unique 
product can be used in various 
applications.

•  This premium quality product is 
well-priced against much lesser 
quality products.

•  Importantly, these floor planks are 
100% waterproof and can handle 
high impact.

•  Our SPC floor planks have a built-in 
rubber underlay, making the feel 
underfoot superb, with a simple 
installation.  

•  Our wide profile SPC floor plank 
is available in four colour options 
and different textures, and is now 
available throughout South Africa 
and Africa.

•  Finishing is everything and our 
finishing profiles are stunning.

Durable (resistant to warping, swelling, fading, fire damage, and cracking).
Cost effective (in both the short and long terms).
Easy to clean (simply wash with soapy water).
Eco-friendly (manufactured with recycled materials).
Guaranteed for long terms

Best Deck & Flooring’s premium quality world-class composite wood 
products now include stone plastic composite (SPC) flooring that is:

Eco-friendly 100% waterproof
Uni-click & easy 
to install; built-in 
rubber underlay

Fire-retardant Comfortable 
underfoot 20-year guarantee
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Why Bet on Best Deck
“Ticking The Boxes”

3

3

The Team Behind Best Deck
Owned and managed by Gary Fisher and Stuart Martin, Best Deck is backed by the best in the industry. We’re also 
proud to have Justin and Lee-Ann Irvine as our partners at the Cape Town branch. Together, our team shares more than 
a century of experience in the industry, making us exactly the right choice for your composite wood requirements. 

What Makes Us The Best?
Best Deck stands head and shoulders above our competitors for many reasons.

Our superior quality products have guarantees of 10, 15, 20 or 25 years; 
depending on the specific product and range. 

We’re the specialists. We know composites and how best to use and showcase 
them.

We carry stock of every single product we sell; the biggest stock holding in the 
industry. 

Our products are eco-friendly. They’re manufactured from recycled timber, 
recycled plastic, and bamboo; which are all particularly sustainable and strong, 
with bonding agents and UV-stabilisers. 

Our manufacturing experience and knowledge of key players have been invested 
in the business and its website; which is currently the most comprehensive, 
informative, and visual site in the industry. 

We have offices and showrooms in Johannesburg, Cape Town, and Umhlanga. 
We have excellent experience and impressive projects under our belt. 

Best Deck & Flooring has worked with South Africa’s most prominent and 
successful professionals and contractors.

3
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OUR GUARANTEE
•  Our various products have 10-, 15-, 20- or 25-year guarantees. 
•  All Best Deck product profiles have been tested by SGS to function in the application for which they have been designed.  

On all tests, our product profiles are certified 100% compliant.
 
SGS GLOBAL
•  SGS is the world’s leading inspection, testing, and verification company.
•  It is recognised as the global benchmark for quality and integrity when it comes to product testing and allows a product to 

demonstrate that it complies with international standards through certification. 
•  Best Deck is proud to be SGS-compliant in all of our products, which have been issued with the relevant certificate. 

Our guarantee is not complicated, just like our name
Our guarantees are easy to navigate and understand. Each product profile has a specific function and application. There are also 
add-on applications for most, if not all, profiles. E.g. a deck fascia plank can also be used in our pergola applications. That profile 
will still carry its guarantee provided the product has been installed according to that profile’s full installation specifications.

What does our no-nonsense guarantee cover?
•  The product guarantee is valid as long as it is installed according to its specific installation requirements. 
•  Our products are valid from the date of purchase. 
•  Our product installation specifications are on our website (info@bestdeck.co.za). If you are not sure, please ask us. We will gladly 

assist you. 
•  IMPORTANT: With the exception of some of our pergola profiles, all profiles must be supported for your guarantee to be in place. 

This should be done every 350mm from centre of support to centre of support. On commercial decking projects, we reduce that 
to 300mm centre to centre of joist.

What does our no-nonsense guarantee NOT cover?
•  Our products are not guaranteed if they are used for an application for which they are not designed or intended. 
•  If you have not installed that product according to its installation specifications, we cannot guarantee it. 
•  If Best Deck must honour our guarantee, it is to replace that product profile and not to re-install it. To date (February 2020), 

after almost a decade of our products coming into the country, we have never had to call on our manufacturer to replace any 
product. 

•  Best Deck will do a site inspection to assess a situation before replacing any product. 

Best Deck’s peace-of-mind no-nonsense guarantee
•  Best Deck either supplies our products to a competent and approved contractor to install, or we use our own installation arm, 

Composite Ingenuity. If a contractor is using Best Deck products, you are assured of quality.
•  Composite Ingenuity offers a turnkey solution. We take responsibility for the entire scope of the composite aspect of that 

project in most areas around SA and into Africa. 
•  Composite Ingenuity is also run by Gary and Stuart, who are hands-on with the contract managers reporting back to them. 
•  Despite our quality products and commitment to service, there may still be some issues that occasionally arise on a project. If 

they do, send us an email and, within 72 hours, there will be a plan of action in place. Best Deck’s maintenance team will take 
action as soon as possible.

BEST DECK BEST DECK &&  FLOORINGFLOORING
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Best Deck 
 Product Guarantee
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THE BEST DECK & FLOORING NO-NONSENSE GUARANTEE
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 Gauteng
 Head Office + Show Room
 13 Cadogan Rd, Bryanston, Johannesburg
 011 463 7948 / 011 463 9882 / 011 463 6547
 063 747 9571 
 info@bestdeck.co.za

 Warehouse + Dispatch 
 Riversands Outlet Park, 
 Riversands Boulevard,  
 Knopjeslaagte, Midrand,  
 Building 4 unit 6

 Western Cape
 Sales, Showroom + Warehouse
 Old Pardevalei Road, Unit 3 Fish Eagle Park,
 Somerset West, Cape Town
 021 001 2880 / 082 781 2295 
 admin@bestdeckwc.co.za

 Kwazulu Natal
 Sales, Showroom + Warehouse
 Redlyn Bussiness Park, No 5 Riverhorse Place,  
 Unit 6+7 Lower Ground
 063 747 9571 (Temp 011 463 7948)
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